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IEEE DAY 

IEEE DAY Celebrations 2K17 

DATE: 02nd November  2017  

VENUE: JASAMINE HALL, C- BLOCK, K L University  

INTRODUCTION:  

IEEE is the world’s largest technical professional organization dedicated to advancing 

technology for the benefit of humanity. IEEE and its members inspire a global 

community to innovate for a better tomorrow through its more than 420,000 members 

in over 160 countries, and its highly cited publications, conferences, technology 

standards, and professional and educational activities. IEEE is the trusted “voice” for 

engineering, computing, and technology information around the globe.  

Dr. Dr. LSS. Reddy, Vice Chancellor of K L University and a Senior member of IEEE 

gave a brief information about IEEE, IEEE’s organization and leadership. He told about 

the structure of IEEE and it’s leadership.  

He gave a speech about IEEE’s papers. He said how important it is to publish the results 

of your work. It is not just about career advancement or getting recognition. Publication 

is a critical step in the scientific process. Your discoveries will foster innovation and 

help advance technology for public good.  
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Events: 1.) Innovative ideas presentation (This can include start up ideas) 2.) Picture 

perception.  

INNOVATIVE IDEA:  

These Innovative Idea s Are Beyond Awesome. Innovation is when someone takes an 

idea that already exists and creates a different version. This can be anything from 

complex machinery to simple everyday objects. This list of innovative ideas stand out 

to us as they help improve everyday life.  

 

 

 

PICTURE PERCEPTION: Picture perception and discussion test is one of the two 

tests conducted in stage one testing of SSB interview, the another one is officer 

intelligence test. Officer intelligence test consist of written test in verbal and non-verbal 

questions which is very easy and do not count much for screening, but PPDT plays an 

important role in screening  

This would help freshers who certainly miss or get confuse during PPDT story writing, 

narration and group discussion.  
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PPDT stands for picture perception and discussion test, as the name suggests, you need 

to write a story on the picture shown, narrate it and then discuss among group members 

to make a common story.  

Later the participation certificates of the competitions that were held were distributed.  

 

LIST OF 

ATTENDEES: 

Name of the student  

Year of study  College Name  Branch/Department  

Syed Nazianoor  IV/IV  KLU  BT  

GANTA MANOJ 

KUMAR  

III/IV  KLU  BT  

V dhanaraj  III/IV  KLU  EEE  

T.sai kiran reddy  I/IV  KLU  MECH  

wertry  III/IV  KLU  CSE  

RVK Swapna 

Reddy  

I/IV  KLU  ECE  

K.Mahitha 

Chowdary  

I/IV  KLU  ECE  

K.Mahitha 

Chowdary  

I/IV  KLU  ECE  

D.V.Suchitra  I/IV  KLU  ECE  

P.V.L.Sravani  I/IV  KLU  CSE  

V.Pushpalatha  I/IV  KLU  ECM  

K.Mahima  I/IV  KLU  ECE  

P.Roja  III/IV  KLU  CSE  

N.Raghu Priya  II/IV  KLU  CSE  

M.Tanuja  II/IV  KLU  ECE  

B.Sai Pravallika  II/IV  KLU  ECE  
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V.Sasi Priya  II/IV  KLU  ECE  

M.Bhavya Switha  III/IV  KLU  CSE  

K.Teju  III/IV  KLU  CSE  

P.Roja  III/IV  KLU  CSE  
 

 


